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Haywire showcases the adventurous and thrilling missions of a stunning secret operative named
Mallory Kane. Download Haywire Movie She has been appointed to complete all those tasks, which
are illegal from the governmentâ€™s point of view. Even the state heads arenâ€™t allowed to know anything
about this mysterious entity. Malloryâ€™s trainer deals with several global missions, along with her. The
movie begins with the Barcelona mission, which is linked to the hostage crisis, involving an
influential man. After completing this death-defying mission, the audacious operative moves to
Dublin to complete her next adventure-packed assignment. During the mission, she faces countless
strange hurdles, but she takes them as a part of the entire mission. Soon, she realizes that she has
been facing the consequences of betrayal. Not only does she fail in her mission, her skills are
questioned after this failure. She gathers courage once again, to find the man behind the entire
conspiracy. To escape from this international manhunt, she has to act truly smart! Apart from
personal protection, another albatross has been put around her neck. She has to move back to the
United States to protect her family, because the next target of the betrayer would be her family
members. Will she be able to protect herself, family and a secret job? Is it easy to hit upon the
betrayer, who has created havoc in her life? Put an end to these queries and watch Haywire online!

Haywire Movie is Directed By : Steven Soderbergh

Starring : Channing Tatum, Michael Fassbender, Ewan McGregor, Michael Douglas, Antonio
Banderas, Bill Paxton, Michael Angarano, Mathieu Kassovitz, Gina Carano, Eddie J. Fernandez,
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